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Introduction

We shall not cease from exploration 

And the end of all our exploring 

Will be to arrive where we started 

And know the place for the first time.

-T.S Eliot

Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) is arguably one of the most 

important technologies to revolutionize the process of production since the age of the 

Industrial Revolution. The results can be seen in various fields such as medicine, 

aerospace industry, automobile industry, product design and many more. The 

advancement in this technology’s application in these fields has grown enormously over 

the last two decades and evidently only a fraction of its frill potential has been realized.

The institution of architecture has also come to terms with accepting this technology as a 

part of the profession. But again we are dealing with this immense spatial technology in 

only a visual way. Although building and construction industry has incorporated 

CAD/CAM as a part of standard fabrication practices, architects are still at sea as to its 

immense potential in terms of incorporating it as a part of the design process rather 

than just a method to visualize.

1 http://www.cadcamnct.com/

http://www.cadcamnct.com/


Architects are mainly using CAD/CAM technology in 3 ways:

• DRAWING / DRAFTING (design and construction documents)

• 3-DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION / CONCEPTUALIZATION (computer 

models, walk-through’s)

• MODEL MAKING

APPLICATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE DESIGN. 1) STEREOLITHOGRAPHIC SOLID MODEL 2) LASERCUT SOLID 

MODEL 3) COMPUTER MODEL IN 3D STUDION MAX BY AUTHOR

The institution of architecture is not realizing that CAD/CAM technology can provide the 

key to stall and reduce the widening gap between the design/designer and its 

construction. This technology, which has currently been relegated to words like ‘virtual’ 

and ‘analysis’, has the potential to eliminate the distance between ‘virtual’ 

architectural hypothesis and the physical test of construction but also force us to re

examine our roles in the architectural process by allowing greater input in the 

process if building construction. 2 3

2 www.glform.com
3 www.modelworksinc.com

2

http://www.glform.com
http://www.modelworksinc.com


Thesis Topic auntd its SigmificaMce

The architectural process can be divided into two categories: the problem solving 

process and the innovative process4 The problem solving process simply accepts the 

parameters o f the problem given by the client. Design is meant to work within those 

parameters until a solution is to the problem is worked out; a final design. The innovative 

process works by a different, more experimental logic where, by rigorous analysis, design 

opportunities are discovered that can be exploited and transformed into design 

innovations. While problem solving works within a given paradigm to create Solutions to 

known problems, mnovation risks working with existent but unknown conditions im 

o rder to discover opportunities th a t could not have been predicted in advance,5

Design practices with high design intelligence quotients are able to manipulate the 

problem given to search for opportunities that can be exploited, thus allowing for a 

greater degree o f innovation; such practices adjust to changing conditions without being 

locked into categories set out in the problem as given, and are always susceptible to 

hostile environmental changes. I t  is these firms, which are purveyors off the innovative 

process th a t can make the most off the immense potential th a t CAD/CAM technology 

holds.

I f  we track the trajectory o f the history o f the modern production process it can be 

divided into 3 distinct phases: making / information transfer / remaking. The first version 

occurred during the industrial revolution. Design information and abstraction was 

transmuted into object via mechanical means in which there was huge technological and 

socio-political (management and maker) gap between design and its realization. The 

second evolution occurred during the era o f the dot-coms. The transfer o f abstract ideas 

through the information systems and programming provide the ability to redirect the 

mechanical process to produce and maintain a certain level o f further abstraction. The 

th ird  iteration is simply the ability to move directly from inform ation to work, from

4 Peter F. Drucker, Post Capitalist Society, Harper Business (New York)1993
5 Michael Speaks, ‘Design Intelligence’. Versioning: Evolutionary Techniques in Architecture °



desigim/albstractiom to  raalizatioim.6 CAD/CAM technology converts the ones and zeroes

o f digital design information into solid constructs that exist in the “real”. This direct 

transfer o f  digital information into real-time objects facilitates designers to make 

constructs and then remake them in the real. H ere’s where architectaral: firms generate 

the ability to produce objects th a t can be placed directly on the site and then foe 

m odnlated and rem ade depending on changing conditions and simnlations (the 

innovative process). I t  is clear th a t a direct connection is developed between the 

designer and the finished strnctnre. The role of the architect/designer becomes more 

like and artisans o f the old, where abstract ideas are directly transferred on to the 

material.

Here’s where it becomes imperative to state the guiding force/ problem statement for this 

thesis.

This thesis will attem pt to examine and reveal the most im portant implication of 

integrating CAB/CAM  technology into the architectural process. The implication is 

proposed as the reduction o f  gap between designer/architect and the finished 

product/construct.

CONCEPT
THOUGHT PROCESS
INTERPRETATION
ABSTRACTION

FINAL PRODUCT 
MATERIAL 
FABRICATION 
EFFECT

6William M assic,1
Architecture



Thesis Plain

Present Problem Statem ent and significance

SL
Select from cummmt arcfaitectaral practi 

technology to a certam  aspect o f their a

attain  m

ices, the ones th a t have applied CAB/CAM 

rchitectural projects or research process to 

lique results

X7

Analyze selected projects of these practices and nnderscore precedence generated

from  this analysis

X7
Based on case-study examples and analysis present Hypothesis

X7

Outline a project th a t uses a specific CAB/CAM  technique to support Hypothesis

__________________________ 2 ____________________

Perform  project based on specific criteria and generate resnlts

___________  . v _____________ ____

Analyze results and present conclusion



Case — Studies

Herzog &z Be Meiirom,, Amstria

Projects: Oscar Bomiimgiiiez Minseaim amd Craltnnral Center, Temerife, Spaim 

New B e Yoong Museum,, Sam Francisco,. USA

/

In the design o f the perforated sidewalls for the Oscar Dominguez Museum and Cultural 

Center in Tenerife, Spain, the architects took a photograph of the light pattern reflecting 

from the surface o f the sea. This photograph went through different stages o f pixellation 

done on a photo imaging software, till it became an almost faceted interpretation of the 

original photograph (PLATE 1). The complex pattern o f rectangles o f light and dark tones 

was then used to layout a complex pattern o f rectangular openings on the walls.

In the design for the facade treatment of the New De Young Museum in San Francisco, 

photographs o f foliage o f surrounding trees were taken. These photographs were 

pixellated in a way similar to the process for the Oscar Dominguez museufn to generate 

patterns o f light and dark tones. This information was then translated onto fabricated 

copper sheets for the fagade (PLATE2).

In both projects, a  visible structure from mature (in the form o f photographs) is 

abstracted  amd translated into fabrication and production of material. The approach 

is very artisam-like but the tools and methods o f fabrication are digital and very much 

dependent on contemporary technology. As Herzog puts it in his interview with William 

Curtis7 66 it is the meeting between artificiality of modern technology and schemes off 

order sensed in na tu ra l phenom enon.”

1 “The Nature o f Artifice” (a conversation with Jacques Herzog) — William J. R Curtis 
El Croquis — Herzog & De Meuron (1998 — 2002) 9



In the New de Young Museum, it seems as if a thomght code off the architect is being 

pinnched into the copper sheets to achieve the desired effect. We see a direct 

connection between the thinking and fabrication. (PLATES). The tim e gap between 

thinking and doing is decreased due to digital intervention. Also technology o f 

fabrication, as/ reflected in the precise curvatures on the copper sheets, increase the 

a rray  off possibilities off creation and provide a general degree o f increased freedom for 

the designer.

The artisan  like approach also instigates a certain closeness or sense off intimacy for 

the m aterial to be used in generating the design. An in-depth research is required on the 

part o f the architect/designer to learn more about properties of the material, availability, 

techniques o f fabrication etc. Due to digital intervention and the reduced gap between 

thought process and fabrication, the level o f involvement for the designer is even more as 

he is now thinking more like a sculptor. This approach is obvious on the part o f H& DM 

in both Tenerife arid San Francisco -
This is very important when it com es to  the 'distance' that you 

mentioned, and in relation to the reality of the work itself. I can 
imagine Tenerife being built in a  relatively crude way; I can even 
imagine it with a  degree of erosion, it deals well with heat and light.
The solution is really about these questions. San Francisco has a  
totally different quality of light, and a  different construction tech 
nology. You would not get the concrete in America and you would 
not get the copper in Tenerife. For one thing, the prices would be 
exorbitant in each case . It is something of a  paradox: the global
ization of the world of architecture takes us to remote places such 
a s  the Canary Islands but also to San Francisco, and we discover 
that production; methods still differ locally. This situation allows us 
to develop architectures that are much more based upon differ
entiation than upon global homogenization. 8

8 Jacques Herzog in response to a question put by William Curtis as to specific reasons behind using 
"artisinal" concrete in Tenerife and computer controlled milled and punched thin-sheet metal in San 
Francisco. - “The Nature of Artifice” (a conversation with Jacques Herzog) -  William J. R Curtis 
El Croquis -  Herzog & De Meuron (1998 -  2002)



TECHNIQUE USED

ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH STAGES OF PIXELLIZATION

.
TRANSLATION OF PIXBLLATED PATTERN INTO PHYSICAL MODEL

SOURCE: BL CROQUIS - HERZOG 6 OB NEURON 199B 2000

PROJECT: OSCAR DOMINGUEZ MUSEUM AND CULTURAL CENTER 
TENERIFE. SPAIN (1999-)

A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SURFACE OF THE SEA UNDERWENT A 
SEQUENCE OF PIXELLIZATION USING DIGITAL MEDIA. THE 
RESULTING PATTERN GENERATED WAS USED TO LAYOUT A 
COMPLEX PATTERN OP SMALL RECTANGULAR OPENINGS ON 
THE SIDE WALLS. THESE OPENINGS HELP FILTER LIGHT 
THROUGH THE WALLS WHICH ARE. MOST PROBABLY GOING 
TO BE MADE OF POURED ARTISINAL CONCRETE.

FABRICATION OF OPENING IN SPECIAL "ARTISINAL* QUALITY CONCRETE

Plate 1



TRANSLATION OF PIXELLATED PATTERN 
INTO PERFORATED COPPER SHEETS

PROJECT: NEW DE YOUNG MUSEUM, SAN FRANCISCO
PHOTOGRAPHS OF FOLIAGE WERE PIXELLATED TO 
USING DITAL TECHNIQUES TO DEVELOP A WIDE 
RANGE OF PATTERNS. THESE PATTERNS WERE THEN 
EMBOSSED AND ENGRAVED ONTO COPPER SHEETS 
TO GENRATE SIMILAR SHADES OF DARK AND LIGHT 
PATTERNS AS ACHIEVED THROUGH THE PIXELLATION 
OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS. DIFFERENT FABRICATION 
METHODS WERE USED TO TRANSLATE THE GEOMETRIC 
SHADING PATTERNS ONTO THE COPPER SHEETS.

SOURCE: EL CROQUIS - HERZOG AND DE NEURON 1998-2002

Plate!
12



SOURCE: EL CROQUIS - HERZOG AND DB NEURON 1998-2002
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o
Herzog is indicating to the fact that even though through the digital pixellation process 

(abstraction) o f photographs o f  nature they are maintaining a certain distance from 

imitating nature but that this process is also bringing them closer to the nature o f material 

they are using in each specific process.

Below are key bullet points generated from the case-study analysis -

o The process o f thinking and interpretation is traditional. The method is digital,

o  Approach is very artisan-like. Thinking as doing (fabrication), 

o Combination o f  artificiality o f modem technology and schemes o f order sensed 

in natural phenomenon.

o The architect as an artisan/sculptor because o f digital intervention, 

o Design concept directly translated into fabricated material, 

o  Reduction o f time gap between thinking and doing (fabrication), 

a Technology reduces restriction on possibilities.

o Artisan / sculptor approach generates a certain level of intimacy between 

architect and material. Instigates a deeper desire to learn more about material 

properties and fabrication.

O 14



SHoP Architects, New York

Projects: Mitchell Park, Greenport, New York

Rector Street Pedestrian Bridge, New York

A-Wall Trade Show Booth for Architecture Magazine, New York

For the carousel house for Mitchell Park9 project ShoP Architects got to test a their 

unique architectural approach at an early stage which they put into large scale 

implementation in the Rector Street Project. The elevation o f the park’s carousel house 

was derived by modeling the Doppler effect o f the ride’s motion, and extrapolating from 

the model a glazing pattern made economical by limiting the number of glass shapes used 

in repeating but non-uniform wave. The carousel house’s structure was modeled on a 

steel and timber flitch-beam system, but rather than the timber bolts normally used in 

combination with oversized washers for load distribution, ShoP custom-designed 

and had fabricated stainless-steel sex bolts with oversized heads for an updated 

interpretation. Working with criteria provided by the project’s structural engineers, 

the bolts were modeled in 3-D and milled directly from digital files. A camera 

obscura building, planned for a second phase o f construction in Mitchell Park, will 

expand this level of control and involvement. Designed and fabricated entirely within 

a 3-D digital environment, the construction of the camera is communicated as a kit 

of custom parts accompanied by a set of instructions much like those included with 

a model aeroplane kit. Aluminum and steel components would be laser cut and 

fabricated directly from digital files and assembled on site using custom designed 

assembly units.

9 http://www.shoparc.com/
ShoP, Eroding the Barriers’ Versioning: Evolutionary Techniques in Architecture, Wiley 
Europe (2003)

http://www.shoparc.com/


NIGHT VIEW OF HARBORWALK AND CAROUSEL HOUSE10 DOOR PATTERN STUDIES

ShoP CUSTOMIZED SEX-BOLTS TIMBER COLUMN OF BASE PLATE

10 All images from the website www.shoparc.com

http://www.shoparc.com


CAMERA OBSCURA PLANNED FOR 2™  PHASE OF CONSTRUCTION 
PARTS

IS PLANNED AS AN ASSEMBLY KIT OF

ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE

Full scale templates would be provided for wall and roof sheathing using a black paper 

resin board called Skatelite which is used primarily in skate board and BMX freestyle 

parks and is noted for its ability to accept high degree of curvature. The subtly wrapped 

exterior skin is comprised of milled Ipe hardwood planks.

The level of control observed in the above project (even though the project was small 

scale) set precedence for ShoP architects as they followed up with Rector Street 

Pedestrian bridge in New York.11 The bridge was built by ShoP architects in a matter of 

months after 11 September to restore vital connections in Lower Manhattan that were 

devastated in Ground Zero. The bridge reconnects the residents o f Battery Park city and 

the various businesses o f the World Financial center to rest of lower Manhattan from 

Rector Street across West Street. The main objective was to provide for safe passage for

11 www.shoparc.com
ShoP/Sharples Holden Pasquarelli, Introduction, ShoP, ‘Eroding the Barriers’, The Bum Happold Tapes 
Versioning: Evolutionary Techniques in Architecture, Wiley Europe (2003)
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up to 4000 people per hour, while providing shelter from weather and occasional views 

of the site. Driven by program and technique rather than formal considerations 

such as style etc structure, surface and program were collapsed into a singular 

entity. The inception of the project was in process, not form. Of paramount concern, in 

addition to the conceptual importance of the project in its site context, were construction 

sequencing, traffic flow on West street, respect for the priorities and processes of the 

various agencies on site and response to community concerns over placement of the 

bridge and its access points. Initial “design” activity focused on communicating these 

issues in a comprehensive and inclusive manner to all the many parties involved. 

Schedule was critical, as the crossing was needed to restore function to the area, and use 

o f prefabricated box truss system already approved by the New York City Department of 

Transportation allowed the main structure to be erected immediately once the bridge’s 

location was agreed upon. The enclosure is supported by steel ribs mounted to the 

box trusses, and the animated pattern of the facade is composed of only two panel 

sizes, with position and spacing varied to optimize conditions of natural light, air 

and circulation, weather protection and view. The panels were keyed to shop-welded 

mounting brackets on ribs, and the drawings included lay-down and sequencing 

diagrams for all parts, speeding up assembly on site.

KEYMAP OF BRIDGE LOCATION

18





IN ORDER TO MEET A FAST TRACK SCHEDULE, A PRE FABRICATED GALVANIZED STEEL BOX TRUSS SYSTEM 

WAS SPECIFIED FOR THE BRIDGE SUPER STRUCTURE

SPEED WAS THE ESSENCE IN CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND SUBSEQUENT FABRICATION WHERE THE 

ARCHITECTURAL TEAM WAS PUSHING FOR A COMPLEX FORM, BUT A SIMPLE SOLUTION. WHILE FRAMES 

FOR EACH OF THE BRIDGE VARY IN VERTICAL DIMENSION, THE DESIGN TEAM WAS ABLE TO CAPITALIZE ON 

THE REPETITIVE USE OF THE C O M PLEX FRAME SECTION GEOMETRY WHICH SPED UP CRITICAL SHIP TIME 

FOR THE FABRICATORS. SINGLE TUBE SIZES WERE USED FOR ALL THE FRAMES TO SIMPLIFY WELDING 

AND OTHER CONNECTIONS.

0 20



Secttonal Model

9 * V * * f
I » L ® i  ? h  ♦ !

Decking Schedule

A STEEL ROOF TRUSS SYSTEM WAS MOUNTED TO THE PREFABRICATED STRUCTURE, ALLOWING FOR A 
ROOF AND PARTIAL CLADDING OF THE EXTERIOR WALLS.



Commissioned by Architecture Magazine for their trade show booth, the A-Wall12, 

sheathed in titanium measures 20 ft. in length and stands 10 feet high. Acrylic shelves 

were laser cut and placed into pockets designed to hold and illuminate the magazine’s 

publications. Working with a number of budgetary and design constraints, the 

project evolved into an opportunity to develop a design methodology that would not 

rely on standard manufacturing processes or customization. An organizational 

system was investigated that could be modulated and calibrated to address variability in 

form and structure as it responds to the input o f specific design criteria.

Using the computer as the principle design tool, the wall was analyzed and broken into 17 

blocks to permit ease o f assembly by a two-person team. Applying a standard self

regulating geometry to the surface o f each block, the computer “tessellated” the wall’s 

changing curvature into a series o f faceted panels. The faceted surfaces were then 

exfoliated and unfolded into 496 different panel sizes. The individual panel shapes were 

then laser cut from 15, 3’ x 8’ titanium sheets using computer files generated in-house. 

The cost-effective method reduced fabrication time, limited waste of material and 

increased quality in both precision and handling without the budget and subtle 

complexities of the overall design. All the design data was organized in digital 

format and e-mailed directly to metal and plastic fabricators equipped with CNC 

(computer numerically controlled) laser cutting machines.

12 www.shoparc.com
ShoP, Eroding the Barriers’ Versioning: Evolutionary Techniques in Architecture, Wiley 
Europe (2003)» 22
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template 01 fell tempteio Cl left template CQ toil kmptaio 04 left

The work done by ShoP Architects is clearly demonstrates what can be termed as 

“Thinking as Doing”13. Theirs is a clear manifesto that they follow in each of the 

projects -  that is to transgress the traditional hierarchies and barriers between the 

architect and builder. One key aspect that is observed is the conceiving of each 

design as an assembly of custom-designed components, which are directly fabricated 

from digital files by computer controlled machines. A direct connection is developed 

between the design and the material / component of construction. This is probably 

the key observation that indicates the eroding of the gap between the design/ 

designer and construction.

13 Michael Speaks, ‘Design Intelligence’ Versioning: Evolutionary Techniques in Architecture, 
Wiley Europe (2003)
Marshall Mcluhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, MIT Press2000



Following the precedence from ShoP architects comes another firm whose research 

projects investigate the sole goal of how integration o f CAD/CAM techniques is reducing 

the gap between thinking and making. ARO architects in New York conducted two 

interesting research projects: Modular Wall and Paper Wall14

For the Modular wall15, ARO used plywood to weave an economical and versatile 

modular wall system that plaits curved panels into space dividers. Three basic plywood 

panel shapes and standardized wood members combine in a kit o f parts or finished 

components that can be used to construct walls of differing shapes, sizes and proportions. 

A full-size prototype facilitated the study of assembly, structural stability and aesthetics 

and allowed refinements of proportions and details. The fabrication methods were 

completely computer controlled which made repetition easy.

14 www.aro.net
15 New York Times "Trade Secrets: Light To Make Walls Dance" December 1999, pp. F9: Modular Wall. 25

http://www.aro.net




16 All images from www.aro.net 27

http://www.aro.net


In the Paper Wall research17 project ARO looked at the potential of building an 

installation made out of paper. Using the laser cutter as the primary CAD/CAM 

application they sought to modify and transcend the regular properties o f paper and use it 

as a building unit.

VARIOUS POSSIBILITITES WERE INVESTIGATED USING LASER CUTTING ON PAPER

DIGITAL INFORMATION WHICH DIRECTLY RUNS THE LASER-CUTTING MACHINE

17 www.aro.net
Intersight "Paper Wall" #6/2001, pp. 22-32: Paper Wall, Artists Space, New York, NY. 
www.irish-architecture.com/aai/joumal/seven/paper_wall.html

http://www.aro.net
http://www.irish-architecture.com/aai/joumal/seven/paper_wall.html


In all o f the case studies it is observed how design information can result directly in 

the product via information systems. The traditional understanding o f the construction 

site is completely eroded where the design is not only drawn and published as a 

document but is embedded with a series of activities, hierarchies and sequences. 

When the architect/designer produces a drawing, which becomes information that drives 

the machine, it compresses the world of design and fabrication into a single process 

thereby yielding efficiencies not realized in the industrial era. The process of 

fabrication and thus the material of fabrication become of prime importance as the

29



precision o f virtual information.

One o f the most important observations, common to all the selected examples, is that the 

desigim occurs as virtu-all iu-formatiou aud this information: cam he milled! therefore 

the  v irtual inform ation and  the m aterial object are one and  the same w ith mo 

hierarchy. A back amd forth (reciprocal) relatiomship is developed between the 

design and the fabricated com ponent as continuous changes in design are directly 

reflected in the real object, simultaneously.

Based on the above observations the following hypothesis is presented:

The integration of CAD/CAM  technology into th e  architectural process reduces the 

gap between architect/designer and the finished product by developing a 

relationship of reciprocity between the design and its construction/fabrication.

References and suggested reading:

Bernard Cache, edited by Michael speaks. Earth Moves: The Furnishing o f territories, 

MIT Press 1995

Grilles Beleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, City Lights Books 1988 

Dennis Dollens, Digital To Analog, SITES Books 2001

Aladio Dieste, Some Reflections in Architecture and Construction, Perspecta VoL 27
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The Project

' To use a specific CAD/CAM application (computer-controlled laser cutter) as a 

fabrication tool to explore the properties and capabilities of a specific m aterial 

(S trathm ore paper) to build a un it for a freestanding interior partition  wall.

The project will be divided into two exercises —

o To understand the working of the laser-cutting machine and to learn how it 

could be used as a design tool.

o To explore how the capabilities and limits o f the laser-cutter and the  

properties of a specific medium, S trathm ore paper, could inform the design 

and  creation of an interior partition  wall.

Program m atic, m aterial, structural and economic issues to be considered for design 

development —

The wall is for an  interior situation. Transparency and response to artificial 

lighting is the prim e design criteria to develop the wall unit.

The prim e m aterial for the wall is 2 ply l/32nd inch thick S trathm ore paper. 

The single building unit for the wall will be  developed from an § x 11” 

piece of paper. The selection of m aterial and its size is based on the 

limitations of the  laser cu tter available for use.

The individual unit would have to be developed in such a way so th a t it can 

be multiplied and combined to create a wall th a t is structurally stable and 

strong enough to hold its own weight and be freestanding,

A combination off other materials can be used depending on the limitations 

of the laser cutter to enhance the aesthetic appearance off the wall and its 

responsiveness to a variety of artificial light.

The assembly o f the units should be simple and no external bonding agents 

are to be used. This would ensure the easy dismantling and reassembling o f 

the  wall in different locations. I t  would also ensure certain m aintenance off
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discipline' to discover t i e  true structural potential of t i e  m aterial to form a 

building unit.

-  Economics is an im portan t consideration. Time taken to cut and score paper 

is m u d  less and th a t means lesser time taken on t i e  machine to produce 

multiple objects.

Strathmore- paper works well w ith the laser cutter as it  doesn’t  burn  easily 

and  las: enough thickness to play around w ith the machine’s variables. Also 

the laser-gutter operator l a d  good experience with w orking with the paper 

th a t helped inform the design process.

Phase 1

The process began w ith  cutting and  scoring small 1-inch x 1-inch pieces of 

S trathm ore paper. Small rectangular inch-by-inch patterns were made in CAIX 

These patterns were directly sent to the laser-cutting machine in. which the paper 

was placed and  positioned. This helped to learn about CAB/CAM technology ,at a 

very basic level by considering the laser cutters simplest possible 2-dimensional uses.

The laser cu tter basically works on the same principle as a laser prin ter. Digital 

inform ation from the CAB software is transferred  to the machine through the same 

po rt as th a t for a prin ter. Instead o f  a printing the laser cutter cuts and scores the 

m aterial.

The laser in the machine is the  one th a t does the jo b  and is controlled by 3 key 

variables: Power, speed and P P I (pulses per inch). These 3 variables control the 

intensity of the  laser and  can be controlled to a  4th decimal place to ensure the 

precision of a cu t or score. By methodically changing each of the laser cutter’s 

variables an intuitive fam iliarity was developed w ith th e  machine and  the paper. 

This inform ed the design development process as the limits of the paper were 

recognized in term s of folding,, bending, cutting  etc.
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Simultaneously, in phase one of the project I started a series of sketches and 

drawings for the modular unit for the wall. After drafting in AUTOCAD I started a 

series of e-mail interactions with the laser cutter operator, Mr. John Lodge. This 

was a key element of the design process as there was a continuous back and forth 

interaction which informed the design process. Whatever that was drawn and 

developed by me could be tested by Mr. Lodge right away and a feed back report 

was available right away.

A FEW INITIAL TESTS. THE 3rd SERIES OF MODELS WAS SELECTED TO BE DEVLOPED FURTHER.
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Phase 2

Based on phase 1 exercise a set of drawings for prepared in CAD. The leap from 

individual unit to a larger self-supporting wall drove the design process. The basic 

size of paper to be laser cut was based on the limit of the area that could be laser cut 

(18”x 24”).

The following steps were followed to achieve the final units:

1. The drawings were drawn in CAD. Each individual cutting and scoring 

pattern was saved as a separate file for ease and convenience.

The module was a combination of two interlocking units which formed the 

basic unit for the wall. This module was developed by folding an 8 W x 11” 

piece of Strathmore paper. This unit was scored and cut on both sides (front 

and back) and folded carefully to form a 3 dimensional unit which was 

structurally stable.

SCORING PATTERN ON FRONT SIDE OF 8 Vi' X 11” PAPER SCORING PATTERN ON THE REAR SIDE

CUTTING PATTERN 36



3D CAD MODEL OF TEMPLATES TO VISUALIZE INTERLOCKING

2. The paper was cut into 8 x 11” sheets. One piece at a time the sheets were 

set on the machine and taped. The CAD files were sent to the machine and 

the parameters on the machine were wet as follows:

For cutting (yellow layer on CAD file):

Power = 74%

Speed = 8%

Pulses per inch = 200

For scoring (red layer on CAD file):

Power = 51 %

Speed = 20%

Pulses per inch = 1000

The above parameters were based on results of phase 1.
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PAPER BEING CUT INTO REQUIRED SIZE

CUTTING IN PROGRESS LASER SCORING IN PROGRESS

CUT AND SCORED PIECE MULTIPLE PIECES CUT AND SCORED

3. The next step was to start folding the individual laser cut pieces (tiles). 

Because of the precision of the cuts and scores this procedure turned out to 

be really interesting. The paper folded along the scores with uncanny ease 

and precision.
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FOLDED PIECE MULTIPLE FOLDING IN PROGRESS

4. The individual tiles were interlocked to form the basic unit of the block. The 

goal was to be able to multiply these units and interlock them to see the 

beginning of a wall. The laser cutter eliminated the time and difficulty 

required to fabricate each tile by hand. It was suddenly possible to mass- 

produce tile to execute an idea about creating a surface or volume.

THE INDIVDUAL TILE INTERLOCKED TILES
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THE INTERLOCKING

TWO MODULES INTERLOCKED TO SHOW THE BEGINNING OF THE WALL STRUCTURE
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5. As the project proceeded I could start observing the affect produced by 

introducing different types of directional lighting. This informed the design 

for a cladding panel. As the structural system had already been worked out I 

could quickly and easily fabricate a panel with cut out pattern and clad it on 

to the modules and see the affect. To develop a pattern I decided to pixellate 

a photograph of a brick cladding pattern (taking precedence from case-study 

1). It was possible to churn out any pattern, turn it into CAD format, 

fabricate a tile in paper from the laser cutter and simply clad it onto the wall



to see the effect. If the result was not satisfactory I could repeat the whole 

process again and keep developing the design based on the results.

Suddenly I realized that I had achieved a level of reciprocity between the design 

intentions and fabrication of the wall tiles. This was exactly what I was looking 

for based on the hypothesis.

ASSEMBLY IN PROGRESS
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PIXELLATION AND PATTERN GENERATION FROM IMAGE OF BRICK PATTERN

THE FIRST IMAGE IS THE ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH. NEXT IS THE PIXELLATED IMAGE AND THE 3rd IMAGE SHOWS 

A PATTERN BEING GENERATED IN CAD.
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At this point economics became a serious consideration. As this project was treated 

as a custom project by the laser cutting facility it was turning out to be expensive. 

But the goal of realizing a wall and experimenting with the play of light persuaded 

me to continue the project as a computer generated visualization. 3D Studio MAX 

was the software selected to generate the wall. This worked to an advantage as the 

play of light could be tested and based on that the cladding panels could be modified 

to achieve interesting results (as would be possible in real).
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3D MODEL OF PARTIALLY COMPLETE WALL. NO CLADDING PANELS ATTACHED.
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THE WALL LIGHTED FROM BERIMED WITH A FOCUS LIGHT. NOTE THE VARIATION IN TRANSPARENCY OF THE 

CLADDING PANELS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

THE CENTER CLADDING PANELS IN THIS CASE ARE MADE UP OF TRANLUCENT MATERIAL AND FABRICATED 

INSTANTLY TO OBSERVE THE VISUAL RESULTS
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INTERSECTING WALLS WITH CLADDING PANELS.
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Comclunsiom

The proiessaon of architectmre is comfroiated with- one of the anost significant 

technology (CAD/CAM) which has the ability to change the way it is practiced. A 

new breed of professionals, who do not shy away from the rigors of addressing an 

ever-changing environm ent around them  in the ir projects. CAB/CAM  provides 

these designers a chance to rediscover the roots of the profession.

“The digital age is the age of ever advancing information transfer systems. 

Inform ation can directly result in the product via. these systems. Inform ation exists 

simultaneously as a product because it can move directly into the real. Inform ation 

is temporally suspended w ithin the v irtual (latent information) until realized 

physically.”18

In  the thesis project, design inform ation is suspended in the v irtual environment in 

the  form off CAB drawings until it is sent to the  laser-cutter to be transform ed into a 

real object. As the design inform ation keeps changing (change in CAB information, 

laser-cutters param etric changes, pattern  and m aterial changes in the cladding 

panels) a modified object keeps getting realized by the laser-cutting (CAM) 

machine. “Potential inform ation” is transposed into “kinetic inform ation”. Because 

of the ability to move directly from inform ation to construct the first in a series 

becomes obsolete. I t  is evident in the. project th a t the progression off design 

development runs hand in hand w ith the fabrication off prototypes. There is no first 

and no last prototype; any and every object fabricated could the first o r the last in 

the series. I t  is evident th a t a continuous development of form  in the virtual 

environm ent results in a continuous variation of m atter (Strathm ore paper in the 

case of the thesis project) and vice-versa. The v irtual moves directly into th e  actual 

while the actual simultaneously re-informs the v ir tu a l This is the 

“RECIPRO CITY ” (back and forth relationship between design and  fabrication) 

th a t has been outlined in the hypothesis.

18 William Massie, Remaking in a Post-Processed culture, Versioning: Evolutionary Techniques in 
Architecture, Wiley Europe (2003)



Historically* to develop a system of a certain complexity (which cannot be described 

by Enclidean geometry or a combination of regnlar dimensioning) an nnwieldy 

am onnt of inform ation was required to be transm itted  from designer to fabricator* 

m aking snch projects economically prohibitive resnlting in a loss of control for the 

designer. Throungh the nse of the com pnter and com pnter nnmerically controled  

technologies* this complex inform ation moves directly from idea to product. Dne to 

these technologies the individnal obtains increased control relative to the prodnction 

of ideas. The ability for a direct dialogme between virtnal and actnal provides 

snbstantial increase of artistic antonomy. An nnprecedented level of participation is 

achieved in the constrnction process dne to this ability to move smoothly from 

design inform ation to design realization.
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Proposed application of screen system as a Brise Soleil system

Aim: To design and develop the screen system from the previous exercise as a 
component system for a Brise Soleil device. This component system would be 
developed as a part of a glazing system.

The system is to serve two primary criteria:

1. Modulation of light transmission
2. Control and modulation of view

Components and system:

: / '
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PLAN 1

The fins for the system are developed from laser cut carbon alloy Aluminum panels 
in much the same manner as the paper panels were fabricated in the earlier 
exercise. As shown in the plan above the interlocking panels are anchored at the 
pivot points with the help of a vertical carbon alloy member which runs through 
them. The panels have the ability to rotate along these pivot points as shown in Plan



PLAN 2

The component system is clearer in terms of assembly from the 3 D sketch below.
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The fins are attached at the top and bottom to the aluminum frame with the help of 
the vertical component (as mentioned before) that in turn is connected to a 
galvanized steel wheel that in turn is connected to an intelligent motor system (see 
3D detail 1) (see animations 1,2 and 3 on CD-ROM to view assembly of 
components).

»

3D SKETCH 1
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Application of system on simple interior space

The following is application of the proposed screen system on a window for a house 
in Tucson.

i

ANmiw.

The above sketch shows the plan view of the window which is facing south and thus 
would be in direct exposure to the sun. Therefore it would be an ideal situation to 
study the application of the screen component system. The study has been done for 
the summer solstice day at different time settings. The following sketches show the 
position of the fins at different times of the day.

SUMMER SOUSTICE JUNE 21 ST
TIME ■ 10 AM
AZIMUTH - 87 
ALTITUDE - 44 
FIN ANGLE-9 0
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TIME - 5 PM 
AZIMUTH-273 
ALTITUDE - A2 
PIN ANGLE - 0

Based on the above fin positions following are the shadow impact studies and view 
modulation studies in the form of 3D rendered model views.

1. For 10 am (first plan sketch)
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2. 1:30 pm
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Exterior views

1. 10:00 am

2. 1:30 pm



3. 6:30 pm



Application of system on a window situation in a Los Angeles residence 

Plan View

Exterior view of window



The screen system has been developed as a set of two for this window situation. One 
set of fins is set for the straight face of the window and the other for the curved face, 
the reason being the difference in incidence of sunrays on the window. Following are 
the exterior views for different times of the day on the Spring Equinox day (March 
21s')

1. 6:00 am Azimuth -  81 Altitude -  12 Fin positions - All open

2. 10:00am Azimuth -  119 Altitude -  36 Fin positions -  All open



3. 12:30 pm Az. -  166 Alt. -  55 Fins along straight face -  30 degrees
Fins along curved face -  Closed

View 1



5. 6:00pm Az. -  261 Alt. -  12 Fin positions -  Along straight face -  45
Along curved face -  All open
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In terio r views

1. 10:00 am

2. 12:30 pm



Fima! Critique

T he maim critique off the application presented above for the screen system is based 

on the fundam ental question th a t w hat was the - most im portant implication off 

integrating, CA S/CA M  technology in the architectural process. That question was 

partially answered in the exercise off the laser cut paper models for the screen 

system. I t  was very clearly observed till th a t point th a t CAB/CAM processes 

provide the designer with the ability to continuously refine a component or set off 

components in real time. I t  gave the designer the advantage off reciprocity by 

developing; a direct link between the design and creation in real time. And this 

advantage off reciprocity gave the designer the edge to produce custom designed and 

fabricated objects. The basic idea off a prototype as a first in a series off a same, 

mass-produced product generated from an assembly line becomes obsolete, the 

reason being th a t CAB/CAM  gives us the ability to change and  mould each 

prototype as required.

This was the m ain aim, which was not reflected, in the final exercise; As observed 

the screen system displays a component system in which each unit off the fins for the 

screen is still a  result off a “m ass-produced” (Fordist, Taylorist) line off thought. 

Ideally the system should have been developed in a  m anner in which each 

com ponent or a t least components in groups were custom designed and fabricated to 

reflect specific responses to the varying sun angles. T ha t is w here the term  

“Versioning”, which has been coined as a  direct implication off CAB/CAM, comes 

into play. Each prototype is a fu rther developed version off the previous one. Each 

prototype is developed to respond specifically to a vary ing  site condition or force. 

CAB/CAM  not only gives us the ability to generate versions off an  object b u t also to 

m orph various versions to come up w ith an entirely independent line off objects or 

prototypes. And representing this was the ultim ate goal off this thesis which was not 

entirely satisfied in  the final application. B ut it is the hope th a t this thesis helped 

develop an understanding as to the real potential CAB/CAM has in redefining the 

profession off architecture.
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www.shoparc.com

www.aro.net

www.cadcamnet.com
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